Contact Pictures

From left to right

**image #1** - the country of Bhutan issued a SEABEE stamp from http://www.republicseabee.com/Seabeenews2.html (July 9, 2007)

**image #2** - Prime Minister of India hoists the flag and pays his homage to the freedom fighters and addresses the Nation from http://meharverma.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!5930D164709F65C41312.entry (July 9, 2007)

**image #3** - Late President Ziaur Rahman presenting the Bangladesh flag to an air force honor guard Courtesy Bangladesh Ministry of Information from http://www.photius.com/countries/bangladesh/national_security/bangladesh_national_security_postindependence_per~263.html (July 9, 2007)


**image #6** - Ceylon (as Sri Lanka was then named) became a dominion in the British Commonwealth in 1948 from http://www.pbs.org/pov/pov2006/nomoretears/special_timeline.html (July 9, 2007)